
Scotland Captain’s Report – 2012 Imperial Meeting 
The Imperial Meeting 
The Australians were invited to take part in the informal Lex Lyons warm-up match.  To complete the party so too were the 
English and Welsh.  The Australians declined the invitation and so we were left with an Anglo/Welsh team in addition to the 
usual protagonists.  Scoring was high with Angus McLeod making the top score of 221.  After much deliberation the 
Anglo/Welsh were disqualified on the spurious grounds of shooting without any tyros in their team (and far too well) thus 
handing victory to the Scots.  Friday saw five Scots shooting in the final GB team practice for the Woomera Match.  In the 
Any Rifle Extras Aggregate one of our English Honorary members, Jeremy Gaywood, led the slightly depleted field. 
 
The Hopton started off with torrential rain in the Whitehead and never really recovered weather wise.  Martin Brown was the 
first Scot to strike silver in the Halford with his maiden NRA trophy win.  This was followed by a stream of Scots winning a 
total of no less than 10 of the 16 available individual trophies.  Mike Baillie-Hamilton had a slight lead in the Hopton after 
the weekend but a stunning shoot from Angus McLeod in the Albert with a perfect 225 saw him win the Hopton by six clear 
points from Mike.  Our crosses thus went to: 

Gold Cross  Angus McLeod 
Silver Cross  Mike Baillie-Hamilton 

   Bronze Cross  Jim McAllister 
 
The Scots trophy winners were Angus McLeod (Hopton, Albert, Saturday Aggregate, Victoria Aggregate), Jim McAllister 
(Armourers, 1200x Aggregate), Tim Kidner (Edge, Ranken), Martin Brown (Halford) and Mike Baillie-Hamilton (Weekend 
Aggregate).  Scots also secured 2nd place in nine of these events. 
 
In the Five Nations concurrent match our team of former captains failed to shine whilst in the FW Jones our “Laddies” 
development team (Alex Hunter, Will Meldrum, David Hossack and Pete Seebohm) won by a single point.  Our “Ladies” 
team also produced some fine scores including our senior member, Rosemary Meldrum, making 70 at 1100x. 
 
The 150th Elcho Match 
The 150th staging of the match was always going to be a special one and having the Earl of Wemyss and March and Lord 
Elcho attending provided added incentive for us to try to extend our run of three wins into previously uncharted waters.  At 
1000x we opened up a useful lead of 5 points over Wales and, perhaps of greater interest, 9 points over England who had a 
one shot mishap.  At 1100x in trickier conditions we shed a few points losing three to England but drawing clear of Wales 
and Ireland.  After 1100x the MLAGB laid on a demonstration of muzzle loading using rifles from the early days of the 
match.  In blatant breech of the match rules but with the agreement of the umpire both the English and Scottish captains fired 
with these rifles and made hits.  Lord Elcho was also invited to shoot and showed he must have marksmanship in his blood by 
scoring a bull at this range - 100x further than the original matches were held.  And so we retired to the decisive 1200x stage 
with a slender lead of only 6 points.  The weather forecast was for a band of thunderous rain to strike midway through the 
shoot and so we made a tactical decision to try and shoot fast before it arrived.  The conditions were though difficult and we 
averaged only 67s for our first six firers.  England had taken a different tack and after much waiting had only two similar 
scores on their board.  Then the rain arrived in torrents.  Everyone retired to their cars and the match was suspended for ten 
minutes.  The storm blew over scoreboards and soaked anyone out in the open but, sadly for us, was over sooner than forecast 
and was replaced with more benign weather.  Had we thus handed the English the perfect chance to catch us?  Despite this 
probability our last pair, Angus McLeod and your captain, emerged from shelter and shot 74 and 73 which was more than any 
of the English could do.  Both finished with strings of bulls whilst the English last pair, including their captain, each finished 
with an inner.  These last two shots proved crucial as we won by two points but with an inferior V-bull count.  Pheww!  Thus 
it was that Lord Elcho had the opportunity to hand over the gold winners medals to his fellow countrymen.  The Australians 
had also shot alongside in the concurrent Match Rifle Overseas Teams Match achieving 4th place ahead of Ireland whilst we 
won ahead of England and Wales.  The shooting was followed by a commemorative dinner in the NRA Pavilion at which 
Colin Hayes and Lord Wemyss gave the two speeches to round off a very Scottish day.  It was a pleasure to be joined for 
dinner by many previous participants in the Elcho.  Incidentally the NRA results are wrong yet again as our main coaches 
were once again Alex Henderson and Hamish Hunter guided by Hugh Butcher.  Our top scorer was Angus McLeod to whom 
Frances Packman was able to present the Copland Cup.  
 
The Woomera Match 
Five Scots had made themselves available for the Woomera squad training sessions.  In addition the GB captain, Alex Cargill 
Thompson, had indicated he might select anyone who had shot well in the Hopton.  By winning the Hopton Angus McLeod, 
who had been on duty overseas during the build-up, clearly earned himself a shooting berth.  So too did Jim McAllister, Mike 
Barlow and your captain so that half the GB firers were Scots with Will Meldrum also in a plotting seat.  Conditions were 
steadier than the previous day and the GB team shot smoothly to win all three ranges and the Woomera match.  It appeared as 
if Australia had used their shoot alongside the Elcho to establish borrows and team drills so that their result in the Woomera 
match was highly respectable and noticeably better than they had managed the day before.   Perhaps on the basis that if you 
cannot beat them then you should use them, the final pairing of GB shooters was the same as the Scottish pairing of the 
previous day and produced exactly the same scores of 74 and 73 with Angus McLeod again making the higher score.  Overall 
the Scots made the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th= highest scores in the GB team to underline the current strength of Scottish shooting. 
 
M Baillie-Hamilton 


